
 Pulse whispers the secrets of the Universe 
                                               -  Mary Burmeister

Hearing the Song, Dance, Vision, Anatomy, 
Mathematics and Magic of the Pulse 

Recognizing the 9 Depths Within and All Around Me
A Special Topic Class with Cynthia Broshi
May 1 - 3, 2015 (Friday -Sunday) in Berkeley, CA

The Pulse	  we listen to in Jin Shin Jyutsu is the Breath of Creation. In it we hear the “how”, “what”, 

“where”, “who” NOW of the creation of a unique, living Being. Working with this energy of Creation is the 
simple answer to the question, “Which flow should I use?” The Pulse speaks of Cause and 
Harmonizer.

Awareness and Understanding	  of the Pulse is a lifetime study. Yet all of us, regardless of our 

experience, can hear in it exactly what we need to hear. We will study the pulse with  our senses: touch, 
taste, sight, smell, hearing, intuition; we’ll use our intellect, imagination and our bodies to recognize the 
feels and rhythms of the 9 Depths given in Text 1 & 2. The simplest ways to recognize these 
is to find them in our surroundings. Each day will include a treasure-walk outdoors, hunting the Depths.

Miraculously, as tiny children, we learn to understand and use language. Before I began worrying 

about getting it right, confusion was a wonder-land! In this class we will practice getting back to enjoying 
our not-knowing. This is where the window of awareness opens. With fun exercises that flex the muscles 
of all our senses, we’ll expand the boundaries of our awareness and our Imaginative Intelligence. 

Bustline, Waistline, Hipline… Safety Energy Locks… the Depths… Organ 

Function Energy… the  physical body…all are speaking within the Pulse. We’ll tune into these 
expressions one at a time, translating the Breath of Life into the language Mary gives us in Text 1 and 2. 
We’ll listen to the relationships that are forming the body, the invisible consciousness (mind) and the 

soul’s journey of Unfolding (spirit). We’ll listen to our lives being born.

Jin Shin Jyutsu IS listening to the Harmony. Through lots of Pulse-listening practice, 

daily self-help and hands-on sessions, we’ll share three days of lovingly and respectfully getting to KNOW 
the beautiful music	  WE IS.

Fee: $510 / EB (paid in full by March 1) $450.       Prerequisite: One 5-Day Seminar.

Instructor: Cynthia has been crazy about the Pulse since 1985 & has presented JSJ seminars 

internationally for fourteen years. View her website at www.broshijsj.net.

Organizer: Jenny Swiecicki (510) 839-9252; 6519 Wheeler St, #2, Oakland, CA 94609; 

jsjdoula@gmail.com
Co-organizer: Bevin Deiters; (415) 994-9250;  bevind@mac.com
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